Alternative approaches to estimation of population pharmacokinetic parameters: comparison with the nonlinear mixed-effect model.
Individual pharmacokinetic parameters can be viewed as independent realizations of a random variable. The probability density function of the variable is assumed to be specified by its first two moments (mean vector and covariance matrix), and these moments then characterize the distribution of the parameters in the population. The following methods are presented for estimation of population characteristics from a set of pharmacokinetic measurements in a sample of subjects: The Global Two-Stage Approach (GTS) uses estimates (and their covariances) of individual parameters obtained after separate fitting of each individual's data. The Iterated Two-Stage Approach (ITS) makes the GTS procedure iterative, using refined bayesian estimates of individual parameters at each step. The Nonlinear Filtering Approach (NLF) also relies on individual parameter estimates produced by using an optimal filter on each subject's data. The three methods give exact results (maximum likelihood estimates), as does NONMEM (the Nonlinear Mixed-Effect Model Approach), when the individual pharmacokinetic model is linear with respect to the parameters and when the distributions of the pharmacokinetic parameters and of the measurement noise in the individual data are both multivariate normal. When the individual pharmacokinetic model is statistically nonlinear (the usual case), the methods differ with respect to: (1) their strategy for handling nonlinearity, (2) their ability to deal with any type of data (experimental and/or routine), and (3) their sensitivity to the amplitude of random effects. With regard to computational aspects, both the computer memory storage requirements and the amount of computation required for the GTS approach are much smaller than for the three other methods. Contrasting considerations as well as results of simulations suggest that GTS, ITS, and, in future, NLF may be valuable alternatives to NONMEM or modifications of it for estimation of population characteristics of pharmacokinetic parameters.